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Ἀεὶ ὀ ἄνθρωπος ἀριθμητίζει1
ἀληθῆ δὲ τὰ λεγόμενα [μάθηματικός] καὶ σαίνει τὴν ψυχήν2

Preamble: Number, History, and the Philosophical Problem of Foundation
The subject of my paper is the philosophical problem of foundation in ancient Greek
and modern arithmetic. For various reasons, the nature of this subject may not be readily
apparent to contemporary philosophers, mathematicians, or to their students, so a few
preliminary words of explanation are in order. Regarding arithmetic, it is a common
assumption today among philosophers, mathematicians and educated people generally
that mathematical truth doesn’t change and that therefore the truths of arithmetic are
timeless, in the sense of being outside the vicissitudes of history. The sum of five plus
seven, for instance, always was and always will be twelve. On the basis of this entirely
reasonable assumption the conclusion is also commonly drawn today that the concepts
responsible for generating mathematical truth are also timeless. Thus, in case of
arithmetic, the concept of number is assumed to be prior to any concepts that possess a
meaning that is historically datable and therefore only meaningful within the context of a
particular historical time period. The technical philosophical word for the priority of
concepts over historical meaning is ‘a priori’, which literally means ‘from what comes
first’ and which, in the case of number, means that its meaning is prior to and therefore
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“Man eternally arithmetizes.”
“The things they [the mathematicians] say are true and fawningly seduce the soul,” Aristotle (Metaph.
N3.1089b36-7).
2
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independent of the meaningful context provided by a given epoch or given epochs of
history.
This second reasonable assumption, namely, that the concept of number is a priori
because mathematical truth is timeless, however, is false—or so I shall argue today.
Ancient Greek arithmetic employed a different concept of number than modern
arithmetic employs, indeed, the two concepts are so different that it’s better to say that
what the ancient Greek mathematicians understood a number to be and what modern
mathematicians understand it to be is radically different. To begin with, for ancient Greek
mathematicians numbers were sharply distinguished from concepts, whereas the
quintessential modern definition of number understands it to be the property of a
concept—or, better, the set of all concepts having a common property. This difference,
which is an important focal point of my subject for today and to which I shall return and
discuss in some detail, is buttressed by another fundamental difference in the
mathematical understanding of the ancient Greeks and the moderns: namely, their
understanding of what mathematics is in general and what arithmetic is in particular. For
the Greeks a μάθημα (mathêma) is something that can be learned and understood, and
which, once learned, is known. Ἐπιστήµη (knowledge) is therefore closely connected
with the Greek understanding of ‘mathematics’ and the idea of mathematics in this sense
is the paradigm for all Greek philosophy and science. Greek arithmetic, as a learning
matter, is concerned above all with two fundamental problems: What is the nature of
things insofar as they are counted and in what sense is the number of those things a
unity? These problems are, I think all in this room would agree, very remote from our
arithmetic, which concerns the practical art of calculation. Nowadays these two questions
raised by ancient Greek arithmetic are dealt with by number theory, which brings me to a
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second point about today’s subject in need of explanation, namely, the question of what is
involved in the philosophical problem of foundation.
In the branch of contemporary philosophy called by its proponents and critics alike
“post-modern,” ‘foundation’ is a bad word because it is taken to mean a principle or
concept that allegedly both simplifies and falsifies complex things by explaining them in
terms of a common characteristic that excludes important aspects of the diversity that
makes something up. For instance, Descartes is the prototypical modern foundationalist
philosopher, because he sought to establish the foundation of knowledge in thinking
(cogitatio), which is supposed to be bad because once thinking is accepted as the
foundation of all knowledge, human capacities like emotion and feelings are—again,
allegedly—ruled out (in principle) as being capable of yielding knowledge. And Plato is
the archetypal ancient foundationalist philosopher, because he sought to account for the
foundation of everything that is (Being) in an intelligible realm of exemplary Forms
(εἴδη), which is supposed to be bad because once such “otherworldly” Forms are granted
the status as the standard bearer for all reality, all non-intellectual things, beginning first
and foremost with the body, suffer—again, allegedly—an unavoidable depreciation, in
this case, of their vital value. For those whom the ancient Greeks called
“mathematicians” as well as for their philosophers, and likewise for modern
mathematicians until the mid-point of the last century, however, ‘foundation’ was not a
bad word. On the contrary, it was a good word because it signified the highest and
therefore most profound reasons behind the truth of what it is that human science claims
to know. Without the foundation provided by these reasons, mathematicians and
philosophers alike judged the human knowledge called mathematics to be incomplete and
therefore imperfect.
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That there have to be more profound reasons for the truth of what, in the case at hand,
the science of mathematics claims and therefore pretends to know, was taken to be
evident because of paradoxes or outright contradictions discovered by reason in the basic
concepts of arithmetic. In the case of ancient Greek arithmetic, the fact that number
denotes both many things together with their unity as exactly so many was recognized to
rest on a profound contradiction: namely, that of one and the same thing—number—
being both many and one and therefore combining in its very being qualities that human
speech must recognize for all time as uncombinable opposites.3 In the case of modern
number theory, the expansion of the number domain in “universal analysis” or “universal
arithmetic” beyond natural numbers, to include irrational numbers, negative numbers,
imaginary numbers, etc., raised the problem of how to understand these non-natural
numbers as numbers at all, that is, as units of measure—quantities—that provide an
answer to the question: how many?
The Problem of Foundation in Pythagorean Arithmetic
An account of the problem of foundation in ancient arithmetic has to begin with those
sixth century B.C. mathematicians who were later referred to by the Greeks collectively
as the “Pythagoreans.” Contemporary Philosophy and Mathematics textbooks sum up
their contribution to human thought as the theory that “the essences of things are
numbers.” So long as one understands numbers to be abstract concepts this statement is
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As the following quote demonstrates, Kurt Gödel likewise recognized the contradiction the ancient
Greeks saw at the heart of arithmetic:
A set is a unity of which its elements are the constituents. It is a fundamental property of the mind
to comprehend multitudes into unities. Sets are multitudes which are also unities. A multitude is the
opposite of a unity. How can anything be both a multitude and a unity? Yet a set is just that. It is a
seemingly contradictory fact that sets exist. It is surprising that the fact that multitudes are also
unities leads to no contradictions: this is the main fact of mathematics. Thinking [a plurality]
together seems like a triviality: and this appears to explain why we have no contradiction. But
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meaningless. It is closer to what the Pythagoreans are reported to have thought to render
their contention like this: “everything that we see or hear can be counted.” This statement
is as remarkable as it is false, although its falsity is noteworthy, because it is coincident
with the discovery of incommensurable magnitudes (incommensurables). All things
perceivable by the senses, especially visible things, were the things counted by the
Pythagoreans. By counting they understood the process of adding one thing and another
one and another one, and so on, until coming to a rest when their number is expressed
with words like five, seven, hundred, etc. Each of these words expresses what the Greeks
called an ἀριθμός (number), by which they understood a definite amount of definite
things. This meaning of ἀριθμός didn’t change for all subsequent Greek mathematics and
philosophy and until the sixteenth century it remained the meaning of the Latin word
“numerus.”
Of the two things already mentioned as the concern of Greek arithmetic, (1) the
question of the nature of counted things and (2) the sense in which their number is a
unity, the Pythagoreans focused on the second. The counted things signified by their
number are in every case many things while at the same time their multitude is
comprehended by means of its number as composing one group—or as would be said
today, “one set”—of things. Precisely this, the foundational problem of what is
responsible for many things being grasped as one, is what the arithmetic of the
Pythagoreans sought to resolve. It did so by classifying numbers according to their εἴδη
(Forms or Species), such as Odd and Even, square, cube, to cite some of the Forms
discovered by Pythagorean arithmetic that remain a part of the terminology of arithmetic

‘many things for one’ is far from trivial. (In: Hao Wang, A Logical Journey. From Gödel to
Philosophy [Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1996], 254.)
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to this day. Unlike the many things that are determined by a number’s exact amount, the
Forms of numbers are one in themselves: thus there is only one Form of the Odd, one
Form of the Even, even though there are unlimitedly many odd and even numbers. In
addition to these familiar Forms of numbers, the Pythagoreans classified numbers
according to geometrical Forms made visible when each counted thing was represented
by a pebble or dot, beginning with one such representation, to which various
configurations of dots were added to produce similar figures of the following kinds:
triangular, square, pentagonal, etc. The numbers configured by these similar figures were
called by these figures’ names, e.g., triangular numbers, square numbers, pentagonal
numbers, etc., and these figures were therefore understood be the cause of the many
pebbles or dots nevertheless being comprehended as ‘one’. Thus, for instance, six things
can be conceived as ‘one’ group, namely, as “six,” because the Form triangle causes
these six things to be one. So, too, however, can ten things be conceived as ‘one’ group,
namely, as ‘ten’, because the same triangular Form causes them to be one.
The Pythagorean attempt to solve the puzzle of the one and many composition of
numbers thus introduced a distinction that is as crucial as it is fundamental, namely the
distinction between the being of number—i.e., a multitude of things in the sense of their
exact amount—and the non-numerical εἶδος (Form or Species) of that being, which,
because it is itself precisely one and not many, is not numerical in its being. Using
today’s terminology we could say that Pythagorean arithmetic distinguished numbers
from the concepts of numbers, although this distinction becomes difficult to think by
anyone who assumes that what numbers themselves really are is concepts. We’ll have
occasion to return to this last crucial point, but for now need to stress two more important
aspects of Pythagorean and indeed of all Greek arithmetic. The first aspect is that because
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they understood by ‘ἀριθμός’ an amount of something, that is, precisely how many of
them there happen to be, “two” is the first number in Greek arithmetic. Related to this is
the second important aspect of Pythagorean arithmetic, that one is not considered to be a
number but rather to be the “root” (πυθμήν), the “source” or “ruling beginning” (ἀρχή)4
of number.
The Pythagoreans understood the different Forms or Species of numbers as their
“natural” order and they understood all things, and especially all visible things, to be
numbers whose nature is the determinate Form responsible for their unity. Pythagorean
‘arithmetic’ was therefore not merely a ‘mathematical’ discipline in our sense of the word
but also a science of the visible universe and thus a cosmology, the science of the unity
and order of our universe. The Pythagoreans expanded their cosmological arithmetic
further, to investigate the relations between the Forms of numbers and the numbers
themselves, by relating all audible things and audible sounds to ratios, proportions, and
to their forms and properties. Out of this arose what the ancient Greeks called “logistic,”
the science of ratios and proportions, which brings the numbers of things into relation
with each other, and which remained the basis of all calculation until the invention of
ancient and mediaeval algebra.

The Platonic Attempt to Solve the Problem of the Foundation of Arithmetic

4

NB: the standard translation of ἀρχή as “first principle” occludes the distinction, crucial not just for
Greek arithmetic but for any science of numbers, made by the Pythagoreans between the Form of numbers
and the numbers themselves. ‘One’, as the ἀρχή of number is precisely not a concept or principle (first or
otherwise) of number but its most basic element; as such, it belongs not to its Form but to its numerical
being.
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The Pythagorean solution to the foundational problem of arithmetic, namely, to the
problem of the unity of a number, is therefore the εἶδος. Those familiar with Plato’s
philosophy will recognize in this solution one of the sources of Platonic philosophy.
Indeed, in one of Plato’s dialogues Plato’s Socrates speaks of the “astonishing
proposition that one is many and many are one” (Philebus, 14c) “as a gift of gods to
men” (16c). But Plato went much further than the Pythagoreans in dealing with this
problem. On the one hand, he took up the question of the nature of things that allows
them to be counted, which as we’ve seen the Pythagoreans didn’t focus on. On the other
hand, he took issue with the supposition guiding the Pythagorean account of the Forms of
numbers that these Forms are capable of explaining the numerical difference between
different numbers.
Regarding the first question raised by the understanding of number as a definite
amount of definite things, Plato investigated what exactly the number itself is by means
of which we count stars, cattle, soldiers, virtues, etc. When we count “four” stars, “four”
cattle, “four” soldiers, “four” virtues, Plato argued that this “four” is obviously not
limited to stars, cattle, soldiers, virtues, which is to say, the “four” definite things are
neither stars, cattle, soldiers, virtues, nor any other determinate things apprehended by
any or all of our five senses. Our very ability to count, for Plato, must therefore
presuppose that the numbers we use to count refer not to these determinate things with
sensible qualities but to things that are only conceivable by our intelligence. That is, we
can count any number of any kind of things, in this case, “four” stars, cattle, soldiers,
virtues, because another kind of number, composed of multitudes of things whose
qualities are invisible to our senses and therefore intelligible, are already available to our
intelligence before we begin counting the multitudes of those things that have sensible
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qualities. The multitudes of things composing intelligible numbers have the following
qualities: changelessness, because unlike things with sensible qualities, intelligible things
remain forever the same; absolute equality, because each intelligible thing in the
multitude conceivable only by our intelligence is nothing but one; and indivisibility,
because what is absolutely one cannot be partitioned, as dividing it would make it more
than one. In a word, the human capacity to count is only possible if definite amounts of
multitudes of “pure” units, that is, “pure numbers,” are made available to the human soul
before it begins to count the number of whatever kind of thing it happens to count. The
Pythagorean foundation of arithmetic—the Forms of numbers—must therefore,
according to Plato, have as its foundation the multitude of pure units that compose the
source of the pure numbers presupposed by counting.
The new perspective on the nature of the things counted by arithmetic provided by
Plato’s “purification” of the Pythagorean arithmetic leads, in turn, to a criticism of the
Pythagorean answer to the question of how many things can form one number. For now
the things in question are the “pure” units, and so the question has to be reformulated:
how can many pure units form one number? As we have seen, despite their function to
unify the many sensible ‘ones’ that compose for them each number, the Forms of the
Pythagorean’s are alien to the numbers themselves. This is the case because as unitary,
that is, as one, these Forms lack the multitude that is inseparable from the being of
number. Thus these Forms don’t explain the differences between the different numbers
united by the same Form. For instance, as we have seen, in Pythagorean arithmetic, both
the number “six” and the number “ten” are unities of six and ten things respectively
because when these things are represented by dots they have the Form triangle. For Plato,
however, neither this Form nor the Form Even can explain the nature of the difference
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between the form of unity of six pure units and the form of unity of ten pure units. This is
because the arithmetical Forms (or arithmetical concepts) of ‘unity’ and ‘multitude’
cannot account for the differences in the unity of multitudes expressed by the different
numbers; both ‘six’ and ‘ten’ are the unity of a multitude of pure units, but their natures
as numerical unities are different, because ‘six’ is smaller than ‘ten’ and also because of
this it is prior to it in the natural order of numbers. According to Plato, because the
concepts of arithmetic cannot account for the real differences between numbers,
arithmetic cannot sufficiently explain itself. That is, the concepts of arithmetic cannot
explain its foundation as a science, because these concepts are incapable of explaining its
most basic elements: numbers.
On Plato’s view, only the concepts of philosophy can account for the scientific
foundation of arithmetic, that is, for the true sources of the unity of any number. Thus
while Plato thinks, like the Pythagoreans did, that these true sources are to be found in the
unity of a multitude provided by εἴδη (Forms), the Forms that for Plato are the sources of
numerical unity are not the different classes of numbers (e.g., Odd, Even, prime, square,
etc.) but the very Forms of the numbers themselves. That is, for Plato, in addition to the
unlimitedly many mathematical numbers there is a limited multitude of Ideal numbers
that account for the mathematical being of the different unities of the multitudes
composed by mathematical numbers. Therefore Plato’s solution to the arithmetic puzzle
of how number can be both many and one is to posit Ideal numbers that possess a
differentiated one and many structure that provides the paradigm for the one and many
structure of any mathematical number and therefore of each different number—and not
the converse. In other words, for Plato only the concepts of philosophy are capable of
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providing the mathematical science of arithmetic with the foundation it needs in order to
be scientifically complete.
Before considering in more detail how Plato understood Ideal numbers to provide the
solution to the arithmetical problem of providing a foundation for the real difference
between numbers, however, a word of caution needs to be sounded. There is a view, as
widespread as it is false, that Plato’s dialogues present a “Theory of Ideas (of Forms)”
and that this theory entails the thesis that there are two worlds, one of which is an otherworldly intelligible world and the other the sensible world of physical things. According
to this view, the things in the physical world are the pale and imperfect “imitations” of
their ideal exemplars in the intelligible world. Finally, according to this view Plato’s
theory is fatally flawed, because it doesn’t provide a satisfactory answer to the question
of how exactly the physical things in the sensible world are related as “images” to the
Ideas in the intelligible world. This problem is known by a word found in Plato’s
dialogues—“participation” (μέθεξις)—but, as we shall see, it is understood in a way that
fundamentally distorts what one really finds in those dialogues.
This mistaken view of Plato’s understanding of Ideas has its basis in a superficial
understanding of the criticism of Plato’s philosophy advanced by his best student,
Aristotle, in the presentation of his (Aristotle’s) own philosophy of Forms. And while it is
true that Plato’s dialogues refer to the relation between sensible things and the Ideas of
these things as the former’s “participation” in the latter, there is no instance in any work
of Plato’s where either the Forms are posited as existing independently or separately
from the things in the sensible world or where these latter sensible things are
characterized as existing in isolation from one another and therefore as being “singular”
or “particular.” On the contrary, inseparable from Plato’s account of Ideas is the problem
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of accounting for the unity of a multitude of things, whether those things are perceived by
the senses, for instance, the unity of a swarm of bees, or apprehended only in thought, for
instance, the unity of actions that are virtuous. That is, the very problem we’ve already
seen is at the root of Plato’s account of the need to posit Ideal numbers as the foundation
for arithmetic’s most basic element—number—is also at the root of the participation
problem in his account of Ideas. Thus not only is Plato’s account of Ideal numbers his
solution to the problem of the foundation of arithmetic, but it also holds the key to
solving the great problem of participation.
In Plato’s dialogue the Phaedo Socrates holds that the cause of ten things exceeding
eight things is not the number ‘two’ but “multitude” (πλῆθος) (101a). He also holds that
the adding of a one to a one is not the cause of the one becoming two but that there isn’t
“any other cause of it becoming two (δύο) than its participation in the dyad (δυάδ)”
(101c). Moreover, Socrates maintains, “whatever’s going to be one (ἓν) must participate
in the monad (μονάδος).” In Plato’s dialogue the Greater Hippias Socrates pursues the
distinction made here in the Phaedo between ‘two’ and a multitude of ones, as he proves
that it’s possible in the cases of number and the Pythagorean Forms of number for
something that is common to two things not to belong to either of them. Because for
many things this is not the case, the mathematical nature of these exceptions will stand
out. Non-exceptional cases include Socrates being just, healthy, wounded, golden, silver,
etc., and Hippias being just, healthy, wounded, golden, silver, etc., as each would have
these qualities in common and also as their individual possessions (300e-301a). In the
case of number and the Odd and the Even, however, what Socrates and Hippias have in
common neither possesses individually. Thus with regard to number, what both Socrates
and Hippias are when considered together neither is when considered separately. Only
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both are two because each is exactly not two but only one. Thus the quality they share in
common—two—neither alone possesses. Likewise, with respect to the Forms of number,
because Socrates and Hippias are both two, they have the quality of Even in common, as
they can be divided equally, without the source (ἀρχή) of Oddness—the one—being left
over. However, because each is precisely not two but one, Socrates and Hippias
considered individually are not Even but Odd.
These exceptional cases of something in common not characterizing the things that
have them in common inevitably raises the question: where is this common quality? Is
the ‘two’ something separate from the single things, as it were “along side” or “outside”
them? (We must remember in asking about where the ‘two’ is we’re not asking about
where the mathematical symbol “2” is, since in itself this cipher is meaningless.) Plato’s
dialogue the Sophist presents the key to resolving this question, when its two
interlocutors, an unnamed stranger from the city of Elea who is a philosopher and a
mathematician named Theaetetus discover the paradigmatic case of a common quality
shared by two things that neither taken singly possesses.
The investigation of the Philosopher and Mathematician, both together, an
investigation Plato called “dialectical,” points the way to the resolution of the question of
where the common quality that composes number really is. It does so when their attempt
to count the parts of Being fails because those parts are not analogous to the parts of
arithmetical numbers, that is, to the multitude of ‘pure’ (intelligible) ones that, as we have
seen, compose the mathematically ‘pure’ numbers presupposed by the science of
arithmetic. This is made apparent by their discussion of what the Philosopher calls the
“Greatest Forms,” namely, Rest, Motion, and Being. Being is established as nothing but
Rest and Motion, which raises the question whether the number of these Forms is two or
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three. Giving an account of the answer to one of the most fundamental questions of
philosophy, what is Being, therefore turns out to enlist the service of numbers, the most
basic elements of arithmetic.
However, mathematical numbers don’t prove to be up to the task of being able to
enumerate Being and its parts, because when Rest is counted as one, Motion as another
one, and then Being as a third one, their number adds up to three. But just this is
completely impossible, namely that Being count as another Form “outside” of Rest and
Motion. This is the case because whatever is has to be either at rest or in motion, and thus
has to have the qualities of Rest and Motion, which are not three things but precisely
‘two’—albeit they are ‘two’ in a manner unlike the manner two things in a mathematical
number are two. As we have seen above, the numbers that are the foundation of
arithmetic have as their parts identical ones. The parts of the Form of Being, Rest, and
Motion, are not only not identical but are also completely opposite—even though they are
still unities, because all resting and moving things have and therefore are identified,
respectively, by their qualities. Nevertheless, and this is Plato’s crucial discovery, just as
the Form Being is not some third thing “outside” of the Forms Rest and Motion, but
precisely those Forms together, so, too, for instance, is the number two not some third
thing “outside” of the units it unifies as ‘two’ but exactly both units together. Plato’s
technical word for the way a mathematical number or the Form of Being unifies
respectively the units or Forms that are their parts is “community” (κοινωνία).
The community structure of Being and mathematical number, which is the same
insofar as Rest is not Being just as Socrates is not ‘two’, and Motion is not Being just as
Hippias is not ‘two’, provides the basis of Plato’s teaching that the Forms are Ideal
numbers, a teaching whose details we know about mainly through Aristotle’s criticism of
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it. And the difference between the parts of Ideal numbers and the parts of mathematical
numbers provides the basis for Plato’s teaching that the foundational problem of
arithmetic has as its solution the participation of mathematical numbers in Ideal numbers.
The real difference between the different unities of the multitudes of the units that form
each number is therefore accounted for by Plato on the basis of the structural community
of the Forms with their parts, beginning with the community of Being with Motion and
Rest. Because these parts—unlike the parts of mathematical numbers—are different from
each other and indeed radically so since they are complete opposites, they are
“incomparable (ἀσύµβλητοι)” (Metaph. M, 1080a 19) and therefore unique. Thus the
community of Being with its unique parts forms the Ideal number TWO, the dyad, which
owing to the uniqueness of its parts provides the paradigm and thus foundation for the
unity of the mathematical number ‘two’. This is to say, any one among the unlimited
mathematical twos that there happen to be possesses its specific unity as exactly ‘two’—
as opposed to ‘three’ or ‘four’ or any other number—on the basis of its relation to the
paradigmatic Ideal TWO of Being.
Aristotle’s Critique of the Platonic Solution to the Foundation
of Arithmetic and his own Solution
According to Aristotle’s report, Plato taught that there were nine Ideal numbers, with
the dyad being the first Ideal number and the decad the last, since, as mentioned, one is
not a number in the arithmetic of the ancient Greeks. And, as also mentioned, Aristotle’s
report is embedded in his criticism of Plato’s philosophical solution to the problem of the
foundation of arithmetic. Aristotle’s criticism has three foci, all of which have exerted
tremendous influence in the history of human thought.
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The first focus concerns Plato’s account of ‘participation’. Aristotle, as is commonly
but mistakenly thought, does not reject outright Plato’s view that things participate in the
Forms but rather he rejects Plato’s claim that these forms are “separate (χωρισμός)” from
these things. Therefore, for Aristotle there is no “one-over-many (ἓν ἐπὶ πολλῶν)”
(Metaph. 991a 2) unity of a Form, which means in the case of the Form of the dyad that
the “dual” is common to both the intelligible ‘two’ and the things that share in it. Aristotle
accuses Plato’s formulation of the relationship involved in participation of duplicating the
world, because by employing the metaphorical language of “image” and “imitation” to
characterize this relation Plato introduces a duality—in the case at hand, the “dual” of
things that are ‘two’ and the “dual” of the dyad, that is, the ‘two itself’—where there’s
only the being dual that is common to both the dyad and any two things.
The second focus of Aristotle’s criticism of Plato is related to this first, as Aristotle
denies that there is any unity in a number of things. The word we pronounce when we’ve
finished counting signifies many things and therefore isn’t itself one at all. The
“community” of the multitude of the units counted doesn’t mean that their number is
itself a unity. The only unity connected with number is that of the unit that is repeated in
the process of counting, i.e., one apple and one apple, which, in the case of two apples or
six apples, is “apple.”
And, finally, the third focus of Aristotle’s criticism of Plato is related to these first
two. Not only is there no ‘one-over-many’ unity of the Forms in relation to the things that
share in them or of the number in relation to the units that compose it for Aristotle, but
also the ‘purity’ of the intelligible units that Aristotle agrees are indeed the foundation of
arithmetic does not consist in their being separate from the sensible things with which
arithmetic also deals. Rather, the Platonic view of the separate existence of the pure units
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presupposed by the availability of numbers to the soul before it begins counting is the
result of the soul being seduced by this advance availability into thinking that what
follows from it is that these units exist independently of the counted things. The truth for
Aristotle is rather that the applicability of these intelligible units to all sensible beings is
the result of “abstraction (ἀφαίρεσις). By ‘abstraction’, however, Aristotle does not
understand what is has come to be understood as, namely, a psychological account of the
soul’s supposed capacity to “lift off” universal ideas from particular things or their
images. On the contrary, Aristotle’s account of abstraction (which is limited to
mathematics) presents it, in the case of arithmetic, as a logical process of disregarding the
properties of sensible things until all that is left for thought is their arithmetical character
of ‘being-one’.
Whatever the problems there are with Plato’s account of the philosophical foundation
of the mathematical science of arithmetic having its basis in Ideal numbers, it is apparent
that Aristotle failed to see the problem that Plato was trying to solve, namely, that of the
real difference between the different numbers. Just as the Pythagorean appeal to the
Forms common to numbers is unable to account for the difference between different
numbers unified by the same Form, so, too, Aristotle’s claim that the only unity
associated with number is that of the unit used in the counting that generates it, is unable
to account for the different numbers that would have that same unity. That is, just as the
Pythagorean explanation of the unity of the numbers six and ten on the basis of their
sharing the common figure triangle doesn’t address the specific difference of the unity
‘six’ and ‘ten’, so, too, Aristotle’s explanation of the unity of two apples and six apples
on the basis of the common unit ‘apple’ doesn’t address the specific difference of these
two numbers.
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Philosophical Problems in the Foundation of Modern Arithmetic
Now, shifting the discussion to the problem of the foundation of arithmetic in modern
arithmetic, what has to be established from the outset is that the modern understanding of
the basic element of arithmetic—number—is inseparable from the historical origin of
François Viète (Latin: Vieta) of Fonenay’s invention of the “Analytic Art (Artem
Analyticen)”5 for Princess Mélusine (Catherine of Parthenay, 1554-1631) in 1591. To this
day this “art” functions as the sine qua non for the formalization that makes modern
mathematics possible and therefore composes its foundation.
Vieta presented his analytical art as “the new algebra” and took its name from the
ancient mathematical method of “analysis,” which he understood to have been first
discovered by Plato and so named by Theon of Smyrna. Ancient analysis is the ‘general’
half of a method of discovering the unknown in geometry, the other half, “synthesis,”
being ‘particular’ in character. The method was defined by Theon like this: analysis is the
“‘taking of the thing sought as granted and proceeding by means of what follows to a
truth that is uncontested’.”6 Synthesis, in turn, is “‘taking the thing that is granted and
proceeding by means of what follows to the conclusion and comprehension of the thing
sought’.”7 The transition from analysis to synthesis was called “conversion,” and
depending on whether the discovery of the truth of a geometrical theorem or the solution
(“construction”) to a geometrical problem was being demonstrated (apodeixis), the
analysis was called respectively “theoretical” or “problematical.”
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Vieta’s innovation involved understanding a the novel form of arithmetical analysis
found in the recently rediscovered 3rd century AD text (titled simply Arithmetic) of
Diophantus of Alexandria as a procedure that is completely parallel to geometrical
analysis. This permitted Vieta to treat the sought after and therefore unknown numbers—
understood as unities of multitudes of units—as already granted in their species. By the
species of numbers he followed Diophantus’ designations in his Arithmetic, i.e., square,
cube, square-times-cube, and cube-times-cube. To the species of each of these unknown
and therefore indeterminate quantities as well as to the species of every known quantity
he assigned what he called an “everlasting and very clear symbol” taken from the
alphabet (vowels to the known and consonants to the unknown). This allowed both the
possibility of there being given a determinate amount of units (that is, a number in the
pre-modern and therefore non-formalized sense) to be apprehended in a manner that
functioned as if it were actually given and it also allowed known numbers to be
expressed by their species. With this, the arithmetical need for an analog to the second
part of the geometrical method of analysis, the theoretical or problematic conversion of
the synthesis that proved a particular theorem or solved a particular problem, was
dispensed with by Vieta, which made possible for the first time the “analytic”—that is,
indeterminate and therefore ‘general’—solution to arithmetical problems. Three
significant results follow from Vieta’s innovation: One, the geometrical distinction
between the kind of object presented in a theorem and in a problem falls away, such that
in the analytic art theorems are equated with problems and with this the synthetic
distinction between the “theoretical” and “problematical” dissolves. Two, the exclusive
calculation with the species of known and unknown numbers made possible by Vieta’s
7
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analytic art, what he terms “logistice speciosa,” is employed by him in the service of
“pure” algebra, and therefore applied indifferently to finding unknown numbers and to
finding unknown geometrical magnitudes (which are measured by numbers). And, three,
because the logistice speciosa has but a small interest in the determinate results of the
solutions to its calculations—what Vieta terms the “logistice numerosa”—the artful
procedure of Vieta’s analytic method is conceived as a general auxiliary method whose
purpose is not to solve problems singly but to solve the problem of the general ability to
solve problems. Characterized by Vieta as “the art of finding, or the finding of finding,”
the general analytic is an instrument in the realm of mathematics analogous to the sense
in which Aristotle’s Prior and Posterior Analytics are presented as an organon in the
realm of all possible knowledge. In this regard, Vieta’s conclusion to his Analytic Art is
telling: “the analytic art . . . appropriates to itself by right the proud problem of problems,
which is: TO LEAVE NO PROBLEM UNSOLVED.”8
Vieta’s method is recognized by historians of mathematics to be coincident with the
invention of the mathematical formula and the first modern axiom system, whereby the
syntactical rules of mathematical analysis “defines” the object to which they apply. But it
is also coincident with something about which historians of mathematics and
philosophers alike remain to this day ignorant: the transformation of both the mode of
being of the foundational concept of arithmetic—number—and with this, the
transformation of the mode of being of the objects of mathematics in general, together
with the transformation of the process of abstraction that generates the formal concepts
operative in the system of knowledge in general.
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Vieta’s innovation contains three interrelated and interdependent aspects. One, there is
its methodical innovation of making calculation possible with both known and unknown
indeterminate (and therefore ‘general’) numbers. Two, there is its cognitive innovation of
resolving mathematical problems in this general mode, such that its indeterminate
solution allows arbitrarily many determinate solutions based on numbers assumed at will.
And, three, there is its analytic innovation of being applicable indifferently to the
numbers of traditional arithmetic and the magnitudes of traditional geometry.
The philosophical significance of this first innovation is the formalization of number
and thus of its concept, such that number no longer signifies, as we have seen that it did
in Greek arithmetic and in mathematics generally prior to Vieta’s innovation, a
“multitude composed of units” (Euclid, Book VII, def. 2) but rather number now signifies
the concept of such a multitude in the case of known numbers and the concept of a
multitude as such (or in general) in the case of unknown numbers. The formalization of
number and of its concept can be grasped neither by Aristotelian abstraction nor by
Platonic dialectic. This is because as formalized number is neither the product of the
abstraction that yields the unit that functions to measure a multitude of items, as it is for
Aristotle, nor the Ideal unity of such a multitude that is grasped by dialectic as being
irreducible to the items it unifies once the sensible suppositions of the mathematicians are
left behind, as it is for Plato. Rather, number for Vieta is the result of the conceptual
process of ascending from the mind’s unmediated and therefore direct relation to
multitudes of items to its relation to its own apprehension of this unmediated and direct
relation, while simultaneously identifying these two modes of relation. This simultaneous
identification of heterogeneous ‘relations’, namely of (1) the real relation to a multitude
of concrete things and (2) the cognitive relation to the concept of this multitude, is
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exhibited by the meaning assigned by Vieta both to ordinary number signs and to his
algebraic letters. And it was exhibited and therefore manifest for him as it is for us every
time a sense perceptible letter is intuited as—and not simply as signifying—the general
concept in question—whether that concept be of this or that number, for instance, the
concept of any ‘two’ in general or the concept of any ‘number’ in general. What is
manifest in this intuition of at once a sensible mark and a general concept is precisely
Vieta’s invention of the mathematical symbol.
The foundational problem that follows from the analytic innovation of Vieta’s method
concerns the derivation of the syntactical rules that govern the axiom system and
establish the systematic context that defines the indeterminate objects to which they
apply. Vieta established these rules on the basis of the “logistice numerosa” and thus in
calculations with determinate amounts of monads, which is to say, in calculations with
the “natural” and therefore non-symbolic numbers dealt with by ancient Greek arithmetic.
This is what allows letter signs with no numerical properties to nevertheless have a
numerical significance in the logistice speciosa and in the new algebra for which it is the
foundation. Vieta, however, conceptualizes these multitudes composed of units at the
same time from the perspective of their symbolic presentation. One significant result of
this is that both number and its general concept attain an equivocal status in mathematics
and the philosophy of mathematics, oscillating between its indeterminate and therefore
general symbolic significance as ‘number in general’ and its pre-formalized natural
significance as a multitude composed of units. This equivocity is perhaps nowhere more
evident than in the schematism in Kant’s critical philosophy, where ‘number’ provides
the first illustration of a schema understood as “a general procedure of the imagination
for providing a concept with its image” (A140/B179/180). Thus for Kant the empirical
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image of number, for instance, points in a row—five in the case of the number five (. . . .
.)—is distinguished from its schema in the thinking of “a number in general, which could
be five or a hundred.” One cannot find a better articulation of the equivocity of number in
question here than in Kant’s claim that the latter “thinking [of number in general] is more
the representation of a method for representing a multitude (e.g., a thousand) in an image
in accordance with a certain concept than the image itself.” The irony of Kant’s appeal to
an instance of intensive magnitude—which is determined by the sliding scale of “more
and less”—to characterize the transcendental mode of being of the paradigm of exact
quantity cannot be formalized, let alone quantified, but it is nevertheless very real and
runs deep.
A second significant result of the equivocity of numbers and their concepts in Vieta’s
foundational innovation of the analytic method occurs when Gottlieb Frege attempts to
solve the problem that the equivocity of numbers presents to the analytical method by
completely doing away with non-formalized numbers in arithmetic. With this, number
and the concept of number become identical, as number itself is now defined as an
assertion about a concept or more precisely, it is defined in terms of the structure of
certain conceptual relations—what contemporary philosophers refer to as a “syntactical”
definition. The real problem that Frege’s numbercide gives rise to, however, is how does
the one-to-one correspondence between the elements of two sets that for him is
foundation of the definition of number, what he calls “equinumerosity,” account for the
real difference between numbers?
The “numerical” property that defines number as a predicate of a concept, for instance,
‘nine’ as the number of the concept of planets in our solar system, is understood as the
property of being instantiated ‘nine’ times. Because not only the concept of planets has
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this property, but also the concepts of inning, holes on a par three golf course, etc., the
number nine is defined as the set of all concepts with the ‘equinumerous’ property of
being instantiated ‘nine’ times. But to the question what is it in the different one-to-one
correspondences of the elements in the sets that compose the difference between the
different numbers, i.e., what is it in the conceptual quality of being equinumerous that
determines the difference between the numerical properties of six and ten as the
quantitative properties of having just, for instance, six or ten items that “fall under” the
concepts in question, the conceptual definition of number can provide no answer. This is
because the one-to-one mapping that defines equinumerosity presupposes rather than
establishes the properties of, in the case at hand, being instantiated just six or just ten
times. Thus it seems the problem that Plato saw arithmetic is unable to solve on its own
terms, namely, that of how to account for its foundational supposition that the unities of
different numbers are really different, still awaits a solution.

